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Urban resilience to extreme weather
- Sub-seasonal and seasonal
forecasts for winter maintenance
activities in Helsinki
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Sub-seasonal and seasonal climate outlooks for winter street
maintenance were developed and piloted by the Finnish
Meteorological Institute in co-operation with the City of Helsinki.
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In Helsinki, there are on average 95 days per year with snow cover (based on the observation period
2000-2019). However, winter conditions vary considerably from year to year. The City of Helsinki is
responsible for the maintenance of streets in Helsinki. Winter street maintenance includes snow
ploughing, the prevention of slipperiness by sanding, and street cleaning. Street cleaning includes
sweeping-up the sand and other grit accumulated over the winter months on the roadways, sidewalks and
at public transportation stops, and is especially important in spring, after the snow season. Planning of
these maintenance activities are currently done based on the short-term weather forecasts provided by
the Finnish Meteorological Institute and from experience gained from the previous years. Within the
H2020 E-SHAPE project, under “S7-P2-Urban resilience to extreme weather”, a climate service providing
sub-seasonal and seasonal climate outlooks tailored for winter street maintenance was developed in cooperation between the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) and the City of Helsinki. Providing useroriented sub-seasonal and seasonal forecast products tailored for winter maintenance activities serves city
authorities in planning activities, improving winter safety, and optimizing maintenance costs.
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The co-design and technical implementation. From the beginning, the City of Helsinki was engaged in
the co-design and development process. Face-to-face and web-meetings were organized with the
representatives of the Urban Environment Division of City of Helsinki. During the joint sessions, the
potential offered by the sub-seasonal and seasonal forecasts for city management were discussed,
forecast skill and uncertainties related to variables used in the development of outlooks were presented,
and the most relevant sub-seasonal and seasonal forecast products were selected. Finally, the
visualization and delivery modalities for the six-week and monthly outlooks was agreed.
Initially, the plan was to solely use seasonal-range forecasts. However, it became clear that the subseasonal forecast time scale is more relevant for maintenance work planning as most of the activities are
scheduled on timescales of several weeks. Information on snow depth is needed also on the seasonal time
scale for the preparation of snow dump sites and haulage. In the end, the following tailored sub-seasonal
and seasonal forecast products were selected in the co-design development process for testing. These
outlooks (see Table 1 for detailed definitions) were defined and designed in collaboration with the users,
based on the current maintenance practices and additional information from literature

Snow accumulation (sub-seasonal and seasonal scale)

Longer periods of freezing weather during winter (sub-seasonal scale)

Longer periods of warm weather during winter (sub-seasonal scale)
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Slippery conditions for pedestrians (sub-seasonal scale)
Conditions for spring street cleaning (sub-seasonal scale).
Some potential products were excluded due to the low skill of the variables, for example, forecasts of
snow melt.
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The forecast data used in the development of the sub-seasonal and seasonal climate outlooks are the
extended-range forecast dataset provided by the ensemble prediction system of ECMWF (ECMWF 2016)
and the SEAS5 long-range forecasting system of ECMWF (Johnson et al. 2019) available from Copernicus
CDS. Sub-seasonal products are processed at FMI and disseminated through the Ilmatie/Ilmanet platform
developed within FMI. The seasonal product, snow accumulation outlook, is processed in WEkEO, a
Copernicus DIAS service and disseminated through the seasonal.fmi web portal. Examples of weekly and
monthly snow depth outlooks are presented in Fig. 2. The service was deployed, and the first weekly
outlooks published in December 2020. The project timeline is divided into two Sprints, and Sprint 1 has
been completed at the time of writing. During Sprint 1, sub-seasonal temperatures and seasonal snow
accumulation have been bias-adjusted. The bias adjustment of sub-seasonal snow and precipitation will be
explored in Sprint 2. Thus, the products are continuously improved in its usability.
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The feedback on the outlooks. The feedback from the City of Helsinki was gathered after the first pilot
season 2020-2021. Outlooks for snow accumulation, and for longer periods of freezing or mild weather
during winter were found the most useful. The outlook of conditions for spring street cleaning was
consulted, but often the sand was removed from the street before the product indicated suitable
conditions. The forecast of periods of mild weather was more useful for this task. Moreover, the snow
condition threshold in the spring street cleaning product (less than 1 cm of snow) proved to be too strict,
as the sand can be removed even if some snow is present. For the user it is more important to know if new
snow is expected in the near future.
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The outlooks for slippery conditions were used as background information. However, as decisions to sand
or not to sand are made on a daily basis, its benefit is still unclear. Moreover, it is also unclear if slippery
conditions can be forecasted using the simple rule-based methodology used here or if more advanced
methods should be explored in the future. The outlooks have been updated considering the feedback
received from the user and will be tested during winter 2021-2022. The seasonal outlook of snow
accumulation became available late in the season, so it will be tested during Sprint 2.
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The City of Helsinki also expressed a wish for the quantitative validation of outlooks. This is planned for
the near future. Some early results for sub-seasonal snow depth and 2-m temperature validation have
been presented in Rantanen et al. (2021) and Vajda et al. (2021). A quantitative evaluation of the subseasonal forecast products will be performed following the second testing period, when a larger data pool
will be available.
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Timescale

Outlo oks

Subseasonal
(six -week)
ou tlook

Wea th er con ditio ns
des cribed

Va riables used in
th e pro du ct
develo pmen t

Freez in g wea th er : 7
c ons ecu tive da ys with
freez in g wea th er
c ond itio ns

2 m tem pera tu re

M ild wea th er : 7
c ons ecu tive da ys with
war mer weather
c ond itio ns

2 m tem pera tu re

C ondition s for
sp ring s tr eet
c lean in g

Sn ow
a ccu mu la tion

Wea th er c ond itio ns
favor ab le for
d evelop ment o f s lipp er y
c ond itio ns on s idewa lks
N on- slipp er y weather
c ond itio ns wh en grit is
no t need ed a nymo re on
the streets
Pro bab ility of mon th ly
sn ow depth for 3 mon th
ah ea d
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T mean > 0 °C dur ing >
9 0% of a 7- day p er io d

Weekly aver ag e snow
d ep th

2 m tem pera tu re,
to ta l pr ec ip itatio n,
sno w d ep th

T min = - 2…2 °C and
Prec >0 mm
OR Sno w = 1 cm

2 m tem pera tu re,
sno w d ep th

T min > 0 °C an d sno w
< 1 cm

SEAS 5 sno w dep th ,
sno w d ens ity

M onthly aver ag e sno w
d ep th
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Seasonal
climate
ou tlook

Sno w d ep th , snow
den sity

Ar

S lipp er y
c ond itio ns fo r
p ed estrian s

Pro bab ility of weekly
a vera ge sno w depth
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Sn ow
a ccu mu la tion

T mean < 0 °C dur ing >
9 0% of a 7- day p er io d
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Lon g p er iod s o f
freez in g a nd m ild
wea th er

M etho do logy and
thres ho ld applied
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Table 1: The winter preparedness outlooks developed for and with the City of Helsinki.

FIG 2: Examples of winter preparedness outlooks for the City of Helsinki: (a) weekly snow
accumulation issued on 15 Nov 2021 on the Ilmatie portal, (b) monthly snow accumulation
outlook published on the seasonal.fmi.fi portal on 17 Nov 2021.
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